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Background
The high rate of disability pensioners is alarming in many industrial 
countries today. Measures to prevent people from leaving the workforce 
prematurely are combined with efforts to encourage disability 
pensioners to return to work (Bloch & Prince 2001). The treatment of 
disability pensioners at the local social insurance office has previously 
been shown to be important in order to make them interested in 
returning to work (Edén et al 2005).

Aim
To identify what disability pensioners saw as important in the contacts 
with the local social insurance office when returning to work by means 
of a “resting disability pension”.

Material and methods
Interviews were conducted in autumn 2002 with 17 disability pensioners 
suffering from musculoskeletal disorders. The respondents were 
selected from the 0.2% (n=771) of all disability pensioners in Sweden 
who received a “resting disability pension” during 2000.
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Conclusion
Mutual understanding between the civil servant at the local 
social insurance office and the disability pensioner suffering 
from musculoskeletal disorders may increase the number 
of individuals returning to work by means of a “resting 
disability pension”.

Among those stressing the importance of positive contacts with the local social insurance office, 
the following factors were mentioned as essential:

Good communicative ability:
– to be treated as the unique individual you are:
“I had contact with her the whole time … she was very cautious, listening carefully.

”Support:
– to be encouraged to try and continue the work attempt:
“She has guided me through this in a wonderful way …she gave me the right perspective.”

– to solve problems together:
“… I had this ramp made, and so on, … so they’ve done what they could to support me.”

– to strengthen self-esteem:
“It was terribly important …to have someone who believes in you … to be able to feel gradually 
that you can actually manage it. I can do it.”
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What is a “Resting disability pension”?
In Sweden individuals who received a disability pension for at least one year have been able 
since January 2000 to apply to let the disability pension rest while they try to return to gainful 
work full-time or part-time. The individual has the right to leave the workforce and go back to 
the disability pension any time during the first year and after a minor application procedure 
during the second year. Before 2003 the rules comprised three years altogether with this “resting 
disability pension”.
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All respondents considered “resting disability pension” as a positive possibility to return to work:
“…if the resting disability pension hadn’t come along, I don’t think I would have dared to try …it has been absolutely marvellous.”
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